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I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 13, 2020, PECO Energy Company ("PECO" or the "Company") filed with the 

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("PUC" or "Commission") a Petition for Approval of the 

Company's Fifth Default Service Program ("DSP V").  Petition of PECO Energy Company for 

Approval of Its Default Service Program for the Period from June 1, 2021 through May 31, 2025,

Docket No. P-2020-3019290 (Mar. 13, 2020) (hereinafter, "Petition").  On August 13, 2020, a 

Joint Petition for Partial Settlement ("Joint Petition") was filed in this proceeding, providing, 

among other things, that the following issue was reserved for litigation: whether changes to the 

current assignment of responsibility for PJM Interconnection, LLC ("PJM") charges for Network 

Integration Transmission Service ("NITS") is appropriate. 

Pursuant to the procedural schedule, on August 20, 2020, the Philadelphia Area Industrial 

Energy Users Group ("PAIEUG") filed its Main Brief ("M.B.") and received Main Briefs from the 

following parties:  PECO; Calpine Retail Holdings, LLC ("Calpine"); the Sierra Club, Clean Air 

Council and Philadelphia Solar Energy Association (collectively, the "Environmental 

Stakeholders"); and NRG Energy, Inc., Direct Energy Services LLC, Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. 

d/b/a IGS Energy, Vistra Energy Corp., Shipley Choice LLC, ENGIE Resources LLC, and WGL 

Energy Services, Inc. (collectively, the "Electric Supplier Coalition" or "ESC"). 

PAIEUG's Main Brief fully discusses the significant concerns related to ESC's proposal to 

change the status quo with respect to the collection of NITS on PECO's system for shopping 

customers.  Accordingly, PAIEUG is filing this Reply Brief to respond to specific arguments raised 

in ESC's Main Brief.  In particular, this Reply Brief focuses on the fact that ESC presents an 

inaccurate comparison of NITS cost collection between shopping and non-shopping customers.  

See ESC M.B., pp. 5-6.   In addition, ESC fails to provide any evidence whatsoever regarding the 

supposed volatility and unpredictability of PECO's NITS costs, while also neglecting to recognize 
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the steps that can be taken by load-serving entities to control such unpredictability should it arise.  

See id. at 6-10.  Finally, in an attempt to respond to the concerns raised by various parties regarding 

the detrimental impact that ESC's proposal would have on shopping customers, the Electric 

Supplier Coalition's purported "solutions" indicate a fundamental misunderstanding of both the 

competitive marketplace and the contractual processes of customers.  See id. at 12-13.   

As discussed more fully herein, as well as in PAIEUG's Main Brief, ESC has failed to meet its 

burden of proof with respect to showing that a change in collection of NITS on PECO's system 

would be appropriate at this time.  PAEIUG M.B., pp. 3-4; 8-11.  Rather, because ESC's proposal 

contravenes the terms of the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act 

("Competition Act"), as well as creates the potential for significant and substantive harm to 

shopping customers as a result of the proposed change in the status quo, ESC's proposal must be 

rejected by the Commission.  Id. at 4-8; 11-15.   

II. ARGUMENT 

A. ESC Presents an Inaccurate Comparison of NITS Cost Collection Between 
Shopping and Non-Shopping Customers. 

ESC continues to submit that the status quo must change because PECO's current NITS 

cost recovery process treats shopping and non-shopping customers differently; however, ESC fails 

to recognize that comparing shopping and non-shopping customers is an apples to oranges 

comparison.  Once the underlying differences between these classes of customers are correctly 

recognized, the reasons for the difference in NITS collection on PECO's system remains just and 

reasonable. 

On PECO's system, non-shopping customers have their NITS collected through PECO's 

Transmission Service Charge ("TSC") while shopping customers have their NITS collected by 

their Electric Generation Supplier ("EGS").  ESC M.B., p. 5.  ESC incorrectly claims that the 
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difference between these two methods results in EGSs having to bear the risk associated with NITS 

charges, while the default suppliers do not need to include any risk premium.  Id. at 5-6.  Upon 

reviewing the differences between shopping and non-shopping customers more carefully, it 

becomes apparent that EGSs have the ability to avoid any risk premium while also providing 

customers with numerous products and services expected to be available in the competitive 

marketplace.  Requiring all shopping and non-shopping customers to have their NITS costs 

collected through a non-bypassable mechanism, as proposed by ESC, would do nothing more than 

create a plain vanilla marketplace that would place constraints on both the EGSs and their 

customers.  Calpine M.B., pp. 4-5. 

As correctly noted by Calpine, another EGS on PECO's system, default service for non-

shopping customers is based upon a uniform master supply agreement with no individually 

negotiated terms of service.  Calpine M.B., p. 4.  In other words, default service is a "one-size fits 

all" approach, while EGSs have the freedom to choose the products and services they offer in the 

marketplace.  Id. at 4-5.  Specifically, each EGS has the freedom to build, establish, and promote 

innovative products and service to meet individual customer's needs, while also structuring those 

services based upon the EGS's own business and management decisions.  Id.  at 5. 

Moreover, customers utilize these innovative products and services to meet their individual 

needs.  Since the inception of the Competition Act, Large Commercial and Industrial ("C&I") 

customers have been able to make business decisions tailored to the terms and conditions under 

which they seek to purchase transmission service by negotiating with their EGSs.  PAIEUG M.B., 

pp. 5-6.  With respect to NITS, a customer can structure a pass-through arrangement under which 

its EGS passes through the costs of NITS based upon the customer's own transmission obligation.  

Id. at 10.  This process benefits Large C&I customers in particular who may be willing to assume 
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additional risk in order to retain a number of pricing components that may be negotiated with the 

EGS, while also eliminating the risk that the EGS would over (or under) recover actual NITS costs.  

Id. at 6, 10-11.  Conversely, some customers may prefer the option of requesting a fixed price 

contract that would include generation and NITS charges but may also include an additional risk 

premium to compensate the EGS for any risk associated with potentially increasing costs.  Id. at 

6, 12-13.  Under the current competitive marketplace, customers, especially Large C&I customers, 

have the ability to negotiate products and services with their EGSs to meet their individual needs.  

Unfortunately, ESC's proposal would eliminate such ability to the detriment of customers, EGSs, 

and the competitive marketplace.   

Moreover, the intent of the Competition Act was to allow EGSs to offer a range of products 

to attract customers.  PAIEUG M.B., p. 5.  For those reasons, the Competition Act unbundled 

generation, transmission, and distribution costs, as unbundling was meant to stimulate increased 

retail competition among the component parts of electric service with the goal of spurring 

innovation and efficiencies.  Id. at 4-5.  Regrettably, ESC's proposal would result in a rebundling 

of transmission and distribution costs in contravention of the Competition Act and in harm to the 

competitive marketplace. 

Accordingly, ESC's argument that the status quo must change to provide for a unilateral 

treatment of shopping and non-shopping customers fails to recognize that the differences between 

shopping and non-shopping customers reflect the intent of the Competition Act, which is to 

provide shopping customers and EGSs with the ability to negotiate and create innovative products 

that meet both parties' needs.  ESC's proposal would eliminate that ability while effectively 

rebundling distribution and transmission in contradiction to the terms of the Competition Act. 
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B. Because ESC Fails to Provide Any Evidence Showing Volatility or 
Unpredictability in NITS Costs on PECO's System, ESC's Claim Must Be 
Rejected. 

ESC erroneously argues that, in approving formula NITS rates for PECO, the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") increased the volatility and unpredictability of NITS 

costs on the Company's system.  While the Electric Supplier Coalition has made this claim 

throughout the entirety of this proceeding, ESC has failed to provide any evidence at any point in 

this proceeding showing such volatility or unpredictability.  Rather, ESC has presented only the 

NITS rates of other transmission owners as evidence of these claims.  Because the NITS rates on 

other utilities' systems are irrelevant to PECO's system, ESC's arguments must be rejected.

While ESC correctly recognizes that the PUC previously rejected proposals that would 

have required PECO to collect NITS costs for all customers, ESC erroneously claims that 

circumstances have "significantly" changed as a result of FERC's approval of a formula rate for 

PECO's NITS calculation.  ESC M.B., p. 6.  ESC argues that the use of a formula rate has resulted 

in fluctuations in PECO's NITS rates.  According to ESC, because EGSs cannot predict the change 

in NITS, EGSs must add a risk premium to these charges.  Id. at 6-10.  Importantly, evidence 

shows that PECO's NITS costs have not become volatile since implementation of a formula rate.  

PAIEUG M.B., p. 10.  Moreover, even if such supposed volatility had occurred, EGSs have the 

ability to manage NITS costs by utilizing a pass-through method, thereby allowing EGSs to avoid 

having to add a risk premium.  Id. 

Throughout the course of this proceeding, ESC has provided the NITS charges for various 

transmission owners, as well as calculated how these charges have changed over time.  ESC M.B., 

p. 9.  Interestingly, ESC has provided several charts and tables to show the increases of other 

utilities' NITS costs, but PECO's NITS charges are not included anywhere in ESC's lists.  Id.  Most 

likely the reason for this lack of evidence stems from the fact that, since the implementation of 
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formula-based NITS rates on PECO's system, PECO's NITS rates have not become volatile.  

PAIEUG M.B., p. 10.  Perhaps just as importantly, PECO's NITS rates have, in fact, decreased 

since implementation of a formula rate.  Id.   

Although ESC claims that NITS costs are more difficult to predict under the formula rate 

process, as discussed more fully in PAIEUG's Main Brief, even if NITS rates on PECO's system 

were to become volatile, the formula rate process periodically sets a transmission provider's 

wholesale transmission rate using a cost-of-service formula to determine the resulting NITS 

charges.  PAIEUG M.B., p. 9.  The formula uses FERC Form 1 data, which is detailed and well-

documented.  Id.  In addition, a true-up reconciles the forward-looking rate with the actual costs 

incurred to provide NITS, and the accompanying protocols specify when rates are to be reset.  Id.  

For PECO, new NITS rates are implemented on June 1 of each calendar year.  Id.

While ESC does not agree that FERC Form 1 data allows EGSs to anticipate changes, 

Calpine, another EGS on PECO's system, notes that the FERC process does not negate the ability 

of EGSs to manage their loads and NITS costs.  ESC M.B., p. 10; Calpine M.B., p. 4.  Moreover, 

ESC did not provide any evidence establishing that EGSs cannot financially manage and account 

for NITS costs in the products and services they choose to offer.  PECO M.B., p. 31.  Instead, a 

change in the status quo as requested by ESC does nothing more than allow EGSs to shirk 

responsibility for their own business decisions and level of risk management expertise.  Calpine 

M.B., p. 4.  Further, EGSs do not need to take on such risk, especially with Large C&I customers, 

as most customers procure generation from EGSs under contracts in which NITS costs are a direct 

pass-through based on each customer's Network Service Peak Load ("NSPL").  PAIEUG M.B., 

p. 10.  Thus, the use of the pass-through eliminates the risk that EGSs would over or under recover 

actual NITS costs allocated to customers.  Id.
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Accordingly, ESC has failed to present any evidence showing that NITS rates are difficult 

to predict, cannot be managed, or are volatile.  As a result of this lack of evidence. ESC's proposal 

should be rejected, and the status quo should remain on PECO's system for purposes of NITS 

collection.

C. ESC's Proposals to Address Double Collection and Contractual Issues Fail to 
Provide Any Relief and Must Be Rejected. 

Throughout the course of this proceeding, parties have raised concerns that ESC's proposal 

would penalize customers by requiring them to renegotiate contracts with their EGSs, the result of 

which could create the potential for double collection if such renegotiation is not possible.  

Although ESC has set forth two options that ESC believes would resolve these problems, upon 

closer inspection, ESC's "resolutions" do not reflect the current competitive marketplace.  

Accordingly, ESC's proposal must be rejected out of hand. 

As discussed more fully in PAEIUG's Main Brief, implementation of a non-bypassable 

rider can create inherent problems, especially for Large C&I customers.  PAIEUG M.B., pp. 11-15; 

see also PECO M.B., p. 31.  While most Large C&I customers utilize a pass-through for NITS 

rates, some Large C&I customers prefer the option of requesting a fixed price contract that would 

include NITS charges.  For those customers, shifting cost collection could have the perverse impact 

of recovering NITS charges twice.  PAIEUG M.B., pp. 12-13.  Specifically, if PECO begins 

collection of NITS costs from all customers through a non-bypassable charge, but certain 

customers have a fixed price EGS contract that extends beyond that date, the contract would still 

reflect the NITS price.  If a customer pays the NITS charge via the fixed price to its EGS and also 

remits the NITS charge to PECO via the non-bypassable rider, the customer would pay for NITS 

twice.  Id. at 13. 
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Unfortunately, neither of ESC's proposed "solutions" to this issue are feasible, as ESC does 

not seem to have a complete understanding of the competitive marketplace.  First, with respect to 

the double-collection problem, ESC proposes that NITS cost collection could "transition" by 

changing cost responsibility only for "new" charges associated with NITS occurring after the 

PUC's final order in this proceeding.  ESC M.B., p. 13.  Unfortunately, ESC does not seem to 

understand that NITS costs are a single charge updated once a year for all customer.  PAIEUG 

M.B., p. 15.  Thus, ESC's transitional proposal not only misunderstands the nature of NITS costs, 

but also provides no relief to protect customers from double collection.  Id. 

Similarly, ESC proposes that the change in cost responsibility could be deferred to a later 

date to provide a "transition" period during which ESC claims that EGS contracts would expire 

and renew.  ESC M.B., p. 13.  In fact, ESC seems to randomly choose June 2022 as such a date 

without providing any evidence regarding any EGS contracts on PECO's system or the expiration 

dates thereto.  Id.  In actuality, some customers may be currently negotiating contracts or have just 

finished negotiating contracts that do not necessarily track with the timing of PECO's DSP 

proceedings, much less a random date chosen by ESC.  PAIEUG M.B., p. 14.   

In addition to failing to provide any substantive solutions that would address customers' 

concerns, ESC also fails to recognize that a change in the status quo would sever the link between 

cost causation and cost recovery for NITS.  PAIEUG M.B., pp. 16-18.  As discussed more fully in 

PAIEUG's Main Brief, under a direct pass-through, Large C&I customers' NITS are collected 

based upon an individual customer's NSPL.  Id. at 16.  Conversely, PECO's non-shopping 

customers remit their NITS through the Company's TSC Rider, which is based upon billed 

demand.  Id. at 17.  Even if NITS were billed through PECO's Non-Bypassable Transmission 

("NBT") rider, NITS would be collected based upon a customer's Peak Load Contribution ("PLC") 
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rather than a customer's NSPL.  In other words, under either of these scenarios, NITS collection 

from customers would be severed from cost causation, which is contrary to PUC precedent.  Id.  

Unfortunately, ESC has failed to recognize this problem, much less provide any solution that 

would ensure that cost causation, the PUC's polestar of ratemaking, remains intact. 

Accordingly, ESC's proposed "solutions" to the aforementioned problems do not provide 

any relief to customers.  Rather, ESC simply ignores the reality of the competitive marketplace in 

an attempt to justify its need to shift risk from EGSs to customers.  ESC's proposal is especially 

egregious in light of the fact that at least one other EGSs on PECO's system (i.e., Calpine) opposes 

a change in the status quo due to the problems such a change would create for EGSs and their 

customers.  Because ESC has not provided any evidence warranting a change in PUC precedent, 

ESC's proposal to change the status quo for NITS collection on PECO's system must be rejected. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, the Philadelphia Area Industrial Energy Users Group respectfully 

requests that the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission:  

(1) Retain the status quo with respect to the collection of Network Integration 
Transmission Service charges on PECO's system; 

(2) Deny the Electric Supplier Coalition's proposal to require PECO to recover NITS 
from shopping customers via a non-bypassable charge; 

(3) Alternatively, approve a carve-out for Large C&I customers applicable to any 
non-bypassable rider for the recovery of NITS costs; 

(4) Grant any additional relief deemed appropriate and consistent with the above 
recommendations. 
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